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ABSTRACT

The research developed a realistic model which encompasses the ship routeing process, weather prediction methods, ship environment interaction and route optimization algorithm. The optimization models were constructed for Tenaga Class Liquefied Natural Gas Carriers (LNGC) using minimum time, minimum fuel consumption or combination of both as objective functions. The ship service performance data which was derived from the analysis of actual records of her past voyages are incorporated in the ship routeing algorithm. The data has enabled a good comparison between simulations and actual results. Ship routeing simulation based on two methods i.e. standard route and simplified shortest path algorithm was performed and the outcomes have demonstrated the economic and safety benefits. The results indicate that potential cost saving is high likely and optimum benefit is not fully acquired by the current standard route practice. Ship routeing may generate savings in terms of both time and fuel consumption. Furthermore, it was found that a shorter distance route is not necessarily an optimal solution. The optimal solution arise from the consideration of all aspects i.e. dynamic weather changes, voyage optimization, model constraints and objective function.
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1.1 Background and Problem Statement

Challenging world of shipping trade’s today is in the context of time, cost, safety and seaworthy. The conundrum is become more complex given by the following factors:

1. Rising bunker fuel cost
2. More focus on the environmental impacts from ship emissions
3. Higher demands on the ship delivery reliability
4. Fierce competition in sea logistic markets
5. Greater awareness on the ship energy efficiency
6. Development of “green ship”

All of those factors are paramount importance and are the key performance indicators that control and determine the reliability, operability, safety, seaworthy, profitability, viability, efficiency, survivability and the future of shipping industry itself.
Whilst law makers are actively formulate and regulate rule-based environmental protection laws and human safety in ship design and operation; and ship designers around the world are now driven by the effort to optimize the efficiency and design of a ship at early stage of ship design process, ship owner or ship operator has to deal with most part of its; that is responsible to take and maintain appropriate and effective measures during ship operation. The measures taken are to ensure that the ship is operating at her optimal conditions i.e. meeting the business schedule within reasonable cost and in safest condition. In this regard, one of the recommended, recognised and proven measures is known as ship weather routeing.

By definition, ship routeing is a process in finding an optimum track for a particular ocean transit by incorporating and anticipating weather conditions and vessels characteristics in response. The optimization process will lead to cost-driven, energy-driven, time-driven, safety-driven, seaworthy-driven voyage or combination of these factors. When a merchant ship is on trading passage from terminal A to terminal B, she is on the mission to arrive in timely and costly manner, in which, safety and seaworthy are the constraints, and human is the decision maker. Through this process, ship routeing is also known as optimum routeing.

As defined by Bowditch (1826), ship weather routeing develops an optimum track for ocean voyages based on forecasts of weather, sea conditions, and a ship’s individual characteristics for a particular transit. Within specified limits of weather and sea conditions, the term optimum is used to mean maximum safety and crew comfort, minimum fuel consumption, minimum time underway, or any desired combination of these factors.

The complete ocean trading model consists of several successive stages where each stage is dependent on the preceding stage. The reliability of sea transportation mainly depends on the ability of the ship to perform it given task in specified trading areas within specified timeline. For that reason, the environmental
conditions during transport and how the vessel reacts towards environment change could affect overall reliability of delivery (Grin et al., 2005).

International Maritime Organization (IMO) through Resolution A.528 (13) adopted on 17 November 1983 has since recommended and recognized ship routeing practice and its contribution towards safety and economy benefit of ship operations, crew and cargoes. The recommendation was resulted from the awareness on the damage and total ship loss directly or indirectly caused by the meteorological and oceanographic factors. It was also, however, highlighted that the final decision regarding the ship’s navigation rests always with the master.

IMO has then established the minimum standards for ship routeing services through circulation of MSC/Circ. 1063 on 19 December 2002, in following the new evidence and conclusion from the Derbyshire case. The OBO carrier, Derbyshire, was lost off Okinawa in 1980 despite having being supplied with weather routeing advice. It was concluded that the information provided to the master was insufficient to assist him in effectively avoiding the worst weather associated with the Orchid typhoon. This regulation also safeguards the master’s right to deviate from advice given that might conflict with his/her professional judgement.

At present, in commercial operations, shipmaster shows a natural tendency to go for minimum passage time and minimum damage to ship and cargo at the earlier part of voyage. To ensure to arrive on time with minimum fuel consumption at the later part of the voyage would be the overall goal. Just-in-time arrival contributes to cost savings. The lesser fuel is consumed, the more environmental friendly the voyage has become. Similar kind of practice was reported by Hagiwara (1989) and Bottner (2007).

On the other practice, it was made clear by past evidence indicated that early concept of ship routeing was based on two different strategies i.e. route selection
based on expected weather pattern rather than follow the seasonal route or based on seasonally recommended routes. These were reported by Chen (1978) and Bowditch (1826). Both ways proved beneficial and successful to a certain degree. It is however, the safety and economic benefits are obviously recognized and confirmed throughout centuries.

There are different set of priorities in ship routeing problem. For instance, for cruise or passenger ship, passenger safety and comfort consistent with arriving on schedule are the main requirements. Merchant ships with important cargoes may pay little attention to crew comfort as long as schedule is met without jeopardising safety of ship and her crew (Motte, 1981).

In this research, more attention and flexibility is given to the economy and performance integrity of ship routeing i.e. flexibility in meeting schedule in costly manner with safety and seaworthiness aspects are the constraints. The research will also provide clear understanding and guideline on time, cost, safety and seaworthiness from which interrelation and benefits that can be drawn from them. The proposed approach can also be utilised with no or little modification to any other type of vessels in any sea zones for any particular purposes.

1.2 Objective of Research

The objective of this research is to determine a practical approach for an optimal ship weather routeing for Liquefied Natural Gas Carriers through utilisation of ship service performance analysis.
1.3 Scopes of Research

The current research is focusing on the ship routeing based on ship performance analysis in actual seas. Followings are the scopes of research, as listed and summarised in sequence working orders:

1. Collect, manage and analyse daily LNG carriers’ onboard voyage data and observation (Noon Report).
2. Analyse and establish ship service performance in actual seas based on past voyage data recorded by LNG carriers.
3. Perform ship routeing for LNG carriers for laden case for Bintulu-Tokyo Bay sea passage by utilising the ship service performance.
4. The objective of ship routeing shall be based on total fuel consumption and passage duration. The result is validated against the actual past voyage of LNG carriers.

In ship routeing procedures, other than ship performance prediction, there are three (3) other elements required to produce more accurate and optimum results i.e. weather (including sea conditions) prediction models, system or model constraints and optimization algorithms. Those processes, with an exception of optimization algorithms, are intentionally being excluded from the research. Those elements will be discussed on its principle and also be implemented on “As If” basis. The justifications for these exemptions are provided as follows:

1. “As If” basis is considered and applied for the research. It means as if the ship routeing is made prior to the actual voyage had taken place on the past. Weather information and actual route will be based on the actual records. The main purpose of the inverse calculation is to generate more realistic scenarios for a fair comparison and validation. This is considered as the best method to prove the accuracy of the results.
2. Since the actual voyage had successfully taken place, it is being considered that the model constraint i.e. technical, safety, engine and seaworthiness
constraints were fully met during the entire voyage duration. The same principle is applied for the validation process since both validation and actual voyage are using the same routes.

3. Previous researches have shown that optimization algorithms will produce an optimum route as opposed to other route selections. Similarly, adoption any of these algorithms will also produce similar effect i.e. a better route as compared to the standard route taken by vessel during her past voyages. None of these established algorithms will be included in the current research, but few theoretical routes will be created in addition to the standard routes. Comparison between routes will be made to prove the objectives of ship routeing. In addition, simplified algorithm will be introduced to demonstrate the ship routeing process in simple yet realistic way.

4. Previous researchers have comprehensively studied those three (3) aspects. Their proposals or methods can be incorporated and integrated as add-on into this proposal without affecting the fundamental of this research.

5. Research gap is found in the ship performance analysis part. As discuss in item 3, most ship routeing methods relied on ship performance predictions or empirical formulae. It is well known that prediction or empirical methods have its own limitation and lower accuracy in some cases.

6. The case study is limited to LNG carrier operating on laden voyage from Bintulu (loading terminal) to Tokyo Bay (unloading terminal). But the proposed method shall valid for other cases, with no or little modification needed.

7. Implementation of “As If” validation concept will prove that the propose ship routeing is realistic and practical. This will be discussed in details in subsequence chapters.
1.4 Significance of Research

The significance of this research can be categorised into four (4) different stages i.e. voyage planning, in-service performance monitoring, post-voyage analysis and design improvement.

At first stage, obviously, ship routeing is also a strategic voyage planning and part of voyage optimization scheme. Clear benefits that can be obtained from these pre-voyage planning activities include potential of fuel savings, improvement of schedule reliability and integrity, and improvement in safety and seaworthiness aspect during ship operation. Furthermore, a thoughtful voyage planning will reduce green house gas emissions, provide protection of marine environment and reduce risk of damage or accident at seas. IMO through resolution A.893 (21) “Guidelines for Voyage Planning” adopted on 25 November 1999 and MSC.1/Circ. 1228 “Revised Guidance to the Master for Avoiding Dangerous Situations in Adverse Weather and Sea Conditions” on January 2007 has echoed similar objectives.

Secondly, throughout the ship routeing process especially on the ship performance analysis part, performance monitoring of in-service vessels can be made systematically and effectively. Ship’s officers can now have analysis tools that can be used in order for them, not only to monitor, but also to decide on any changes needed during voyage. This is especially needed when prevailing weather is different from the anticipated or forecasted data. An evaluation by Li (2006) has also confirmed that engagement of ship routeing services will help in resolving any claim dispute as related to charter party agreement.

Similarly, post-voyage analysis can be made by fleet managers or concerned parties. Performance comparison between fleet, mostly between sister vessels, can be measured and analysed. Comparison between different propellers, anti-fouling paints, service speeds, voyage route selections and ship’s draughts, to name a few examples,
can be analysed and concluded. In addition, paint maker or equipment manufacturer can learn on how well their products or equipments responded or performed in actual operation environments. On separate note, it is also been proved that collections of wind data from ship’s daily reports provide important and accurate weather information for specified sea areas.

Finally, all of the above will provide invaluable lesson, reference and input for a better future ship design. Design for service can be derived from the lesson of ship routeing process. For instance, through the ship performance analysis, designers can now have a clear picture on how the ship is performing in actual seas and it relation with operational efficiency. Therefore, anticipate service margin during ship design and new building stage can be accurately estimated. Another example, ship owner and ship charterer can determine the effective ship speed or fuel consumption of charter party contract beforehand and this will provide competitive edge benefits for both parties.
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